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Background: Manual handling, lifting, or carrying of material is responsible for non-fatal injuries
among employees in industries. It is the second most prevalent reported risk factor in workplaces that
can lead to potential manual handling accidents and longer-term musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs).
The aim of this study was the evaluation of manual material handling using the American National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) equation in a tile and ceramic factory in
Tehran, Iran, in 2016.
Material and Methods: This cross-sectional study was carried out in a tile and ceramic factory in
Tehran, Iran, in 2016. Three tile production lines (A, B, and C) were selected. On each line, cartons
were lifted from a conveyor and placed onto a pallet. The task variable data were measured and
recorded according to the NIOSH equation.
Results: According to the results, composite-lifting index (CLI) value in all three lines exceeded 3
(3.34, 4.53, and 5.99, respectively, for lines C, B, and A). The values of frequency-independent
recommended weight limit (FIRWL) and single-task recommended weight limit (STRWL) in all tasks
were less than load weight. In addition, values of frequency-independent lifting index (FILI) and
single-task lifting index (STLI) in all tasks exceeded 1.0.
Conclusions: The results show that CLI value for these jobs exceeded 3, which means that a
significant level of physical stress is associated with these jobs for nearly all workers. Both strength
and endurance are a problem for many workers. Therefore, the first priorities of job redesign should
be the decreasing of the physical demands through modifying the job layout, and decreasing the
physiological demands through reducing the frequency rate or duration of continuous lifting.
Keywords: NIOSH, Ceramic, Industry

Introduction
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) are defined
as disorders in muscles, tendons, tendon
sheaths, peripheral nerves, joints, bones,
ligaments, and blood vessels that are either the
result of repetitive stress over time or an
immediate or acute trauma (such as slipping
and falling). The symptoms of this disorder
include discomfort, pain, fatigue, swelling,
stiffness, and tingling. It should be noted that
these signs are not certain indication of MSDs,
but are a sign of the underlying conditions of
these disorders that manifest if these
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conditions are not corrected (1-4). According
to annual statistics of the Health and Safety
Executive of the United Kingdom, MSDs
constitute three-quarters of the relevant
diseases, which exclusively affect back and
upper limbs (5) and are reported to be
responsible for 9.5 million lost work days (an
average of about 17 days* per case) (6).
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According to various studies, MSDs, such as
low back pain, are prevalent among
individuals with jobs involving manual
handling of loads and heavy physical
workloads. Repeated manual handling of loads
for a long period of time can lead to fatigue,
pain, and damage, as inappropriate postures,
repetitive movements, and heavy labor, such
as carrying or lifting heavy loads, are risk
factors for damage caused by manual handling
of loads (7-13). In fact, almost one-third of all
industrial jobs in the United States of America
include at least one manual handling of loads
activity (14). The most common activity of
manual handling of loads at the workplace is
lifting loads (15) and is considered as the most
stressful activity of manual handling of loads
(16). According to the statistics published by
the UK Health and Safety Executive, manual
handling of loads is the second most
commonly reported risk factor in workplaces
with this factor (5). Therefore, researchers
haves always sought the cause and prevention
of MSDs due to the risk factors, as a
significant relationship has been reported
between the prevalence of these disorders and
increased risk of occupational accidents due to
manual handling (8-10, 17).
The American National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
introduced the handling load equation in 1991
to determine the recommended weight limits
and procedures of determining weight limits,
which
include
the
physiological,
biomechanics, physical-psychological, and
epidemiologic aspects of manual load lifting.
This equation was presented in 1994 by the
NIOSH under the name of load lifting system
with the aim of reducing the amount of
damage and the adverse effects of load lifting
(12). In this model, different variables are
used, such as horizontal, and vertical distance,
load handling, angle of trunk rotation,
frequency, and coupling hands on load
(handle). It is used to determine the
recommended weight limit so that the majority
of healthy workers can lift over a period of
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time (up to 8 hours) without adverse effects of
load handling on the back (18).
This study aimed to determine the parameters
of manual handling of loads (single-tasking
and multitasking) according to the NIOSH
equation, and compare them to the
recommended amounts in a ceramic tile
factory in Tehran, Iran. These parameters
include the recommended weight limit (RWL),
lifting index (LI), frequency-independent
recommended weight limit (FIRWL), singletask recommended weight limit (STRWL),
frequency-independent lifting index (FILI),
single-task lifting index (STLI), and composite
lifting index (CLI). The results can be used as
a guide for ergonomic design.
Materials and Methods
This cross-sectional study was carried out in a
ceramic tile factory in Tehran, Iran, in 2015. In
this study, to evaluate the status of manual
handling of loads, the NIOSH equation was
used to determine the recommended weight
limits in manual handling of loads in 3
production lines (Packaging unit). Data
analysis was performed using the Microsoft
Excel 2007 software.
Risk assessment of manual handling of
loads: To evaluate the risk factors of load
lifting activities, the revised NIOSH lifting
equation (RNLE)was used. In the first step, in
the packaging unit and workers’ station,
parameters such as weight of tile packages,
horizontal location (H), vertical location (V),
vertical travel distance (D), asymmetry angle
(A), frequency rate (F), lifting duration, and
coupling component (C) were measured for all
workers. In the second step, based on the
results of the first step, horizontal multiplier
(HM), vertical multiplier (VM), distance
multiplier (DM), asymmetry multiplier (AM),
coupling multiplier (CM), and load constant
(LC) were calculated (Table 1).
Thus, FIRWL, STRWL, FILI, STLI, and CLI
were calculated in each task of every job in all
investigated production lines according to the
proposed formulas (Table 1). It should be
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noted that in calculation of FILI and STLI of
tasks, maximum and mean lifted weight must
be used, respectively. In this study, FILI and

STLI were calculated in all tasks of three
production lines using constant weight of
handled tiles.

Table 1: The American National Institute for Occupational Safety and Healthequation and calculation method
Variables
HM (cm)
VM (cm)

Calculation method

DM (cm)

0.82 

25  H



1  0.003 V  75



 4.5  D 
1   0.0032A 

AM (cm)

Based upon frequency rate, vertical location, and duration of lifting
(Table 5; NIOSH, 1994)
Based on coupling classification and vertical location (Tables 6 and 7;
NIOSH, 1994)
23

FM (cm)
CM (cm)
LC (kg)

L ( kg )

LI 

LI

RW L ( kg )

RWL (kg )  LC  HM VM  DM  AM  FM  CM

RWL

CLI  STLI 1   LI


CLI

 LI   ( FILI n  

1


 FM 1,2,3,...n


 
1
)


 
 FM 1,2,3,...( n 1) 


HM: Horizontal multiplier; VM: Vertical multiplier; DM: Distance multiplier; AM: Asymmetric
multiplier; FM: Frequency multiplier; CM: Coupling multiplier; LC: Load constant; LI: Lifting index;
RWL: Recommended weight limit CLI: Composite lifting index

Job description: Dimensions, weight of tile
packages, pallet height, and conveyor height in
the studied production lines are reported in
table 2. In all three production lines, tile
packages were placed on two floors on each
pallet. Since these jobs include separate tasks
and the task variables often change, multi-task
lifting analysis procedure was used. Moreover,
since all tasks required the controlling and
repositioning of grip at the destination,
analysis was performed at the origin and
destination of lifting; in each production line,
2 tasks were analyzed on each floor. The

workers could freely walk on the pallet to get
close to it. Workers had a continuous working
model (8 hours/day) with rest for lunch or
possible production line halt.
Results
The results of all task multipliers of each
production line are presented in table 3, and
the amounts of FIRWL, STRWL, FILI, and
STLI for all tasks and CLI value for each job
in the three production lines are given in table
4.

Table 2: Task variables
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Line

Tile package weight
(kg)

Tile package dimension
(cm)

Pallet height
(cm)

Conveyor height
(cm)

A
B
C

22
22
14

60 × 60
50 × 50
40 × 40

10

70
95
100
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Table 3: Computed Multiplier for Each Task

Destinatio
n

Origin

Destinatio
n

Origin

Destinatio
n

Origin

Destinatio
n

14

CM

Origin

22

FM

Destinatio
n

22

AM

Origin

C

1
2
1
2
1
2

DM

Destinatio
n

B

Object weight (kg)

VM

Origin

A

Task No.

Line

HM

0.83
0.83
0.63
0.63
0.66
0.66

0.45
0.71
0.61
0.61
0.60
0.60

0.91
0.91
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.93

0.90
0.96
0.88
0.97
0.87
0.99

0.97
1.00
0.90
1.00
0.88
0.97

0.97
1.00
0.90
1.00
0.88
0.97

0.76
0.76
0.87
0.87
0.90
0.90

0.90
0.95
0.86
0.90
0.81
0.84

0.68
0.68
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

0.68
0.68
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

HM: Horizontal multiplier; VM: Vertical multiplier; DM: Distance multiplier; AM: Asymmetric multiplier; FM: Frequency
multiplier; CM: Coupling multiplier

As shown in table 3, the lowest HM value
(0.45) belonged to the destination of
movement in task 1 in production line A. The
amount of VM was appropriate in all tasks.

FM had an approximately equal value in all
three production lines. DM and CM values
were appropriate and acceptable in all three
lines.

Table 4: The frequency-independent recommended weight limit, single-task recommended weight limit, frequencyindependent lifting index, and single-task lifting index of each task and composite lifting index for each job
Line

Task No.
1

A
2
1
B
2
1
C
2

Origin
Destination
Origin
Destination
Origin
Destination
Origin
Destination
Origin
Destination
Origin
Destination

FIRWL

FILI

STRWL

STLI

12.86
8.20
13.26
14.94
10.55
9.46
11.78
12.30
11.19
8.46
12.27
10.99

1.71
2.68
1.66
1.47
2.09
2.33
1.87
1.79
1.34
1.77
1.22
1.37

8.74
5.58
9.01
10.16
7.07
6.33
7.89
8.24
7.50
5.67
8.22
7.36

2.52
3.94
2.44
2.17
3.11
3.47
2.79
2.67
2.00
2.65
1.82
2.04

CLI

5.99

4.53

3.34

FIRWL: Frequency-independent recommended weight limit; FILI: Frequency-independent lifting index; STRWL: Singletask recommended weight limit; STIL: Single-task lifting index; CLI: Composite lifting index 

As shown in table 4, CLI for lines A, B, and C
was 5.99, 4.53, and 3.34, respectively. FILI
and STLI values exceeded 1 for all tasks in all
three lines, as the range of changes were 1.222.68, and 1.82-3.94, respectively. Furthermore,
FIRWL and STRWL values of all tasks were
less than the weight of tile packages; in
production lines A and B, with tile packages’
weight of 22 kg, task 1 in production line A
had the lowest STRWL with 5.58 kg. In
addition, in production line C, with tile
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packages’ weight of 14 kg, the lowest STRWL
was observed in task 1 with 5.67 kg.
Discussion
Occupational biomechanical stressors play an
important role in the development of low back
pain. The RNLE has been introduced as a
useful tool for the estimation of exposure to
biomechanical stressors to low back pain and
LI is a scale of biomechanical stressors for low
back pain caused by lifting and lowering of
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loads in sub-tasks and CLI is an estimate of
the stressors associated with all tasks. In fact,
LI and CLI showed a significant exposureresponse relationship for low back pain (1922). CLI for jobs (in the range of 3.34-5.99) in
all three production lines showed that these
jobs are physically stressful for all healthy
workers. As CLI values in all three product
lines exceeded 3 (high-risk), the load lifting
was very stressful and there was an increased
risk of occurrence of low back pain caused by
lifting loads for nearly all of the work forces.
Researchers have reported a significant
relationship between the risk of occurrence or
prevalence of LBP, and LI or CLI of greater
than 1.0 (20, 23-25). In comparison with CLI
values of less than 1.0, odds ratio of selfreported LBP has been reported as 5.1 to 6.5
for CLI > 2.0 (26). However, in our study, the
CLI ranged from 3.34 to 5.99 and LI or STLI
from 1.89 to 3.94, which were in high risk
areas.
Load handling NIOSH equation has been used
in many studies to evaluate manual handling
of loads, their results were consistent with that
of our study, and the values obtained were
higher than the recommended limit (14, 27,
28). These studies used their results for
redesigning workstations for manual handling
of loads (29, 30).
FIRWL reflects the compressive force and
muscle strength demands for one task
repetition; in this study, the FIRWL value in
all tasks in all three lines was less than tile
packages’ weight. In addition, the least
amount of FIRWL (8.20 kg) was in task 1 of
production line A. FILI, regardless of the
task’s repetition frequency, determines the
maximum biomechanical load imposed on the
body and ability to identify different tasks with
biomechanical requirements. In this study,
FILI of all tasks exceeded 1. Therefore, in load
movement destination in all three production
lines (except in task 2 of production line A and
task 2 of production line B), FILI values
exceeded the value at the origin of lifting,
regardless of the frequency of load lifting. The
results show that all tasks in all three product
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lines (especially in the movement destination
task 1 in production line A and the origin and
destination of task 1 in production line B) have
high stress in terms of force. Based on the
results, FIRWL and FILI values in all tasks
require considerable strength, although lifting
frequency has not been considered in the
results. It is clear that force is a problem in all
tasks, because FILI values exceeded 1 in all
cases. Thus, the total physical requirement of
these jobs is primarily due to excessive force
requirement rather than lifting frequency rate.
Assuming that only one task was in progress,
STRWL for that task reflected the overall
requirements of that task. However, the
amount of STRWL is useful in determining
the excessive physical stress of a separate task.
In this study, STRWL in all tasks in all three
production lines were less than the tile
packages’ weight, and the least amount of
STRWL (5.58 kg) belonged to task 1 in
production line A. STLI can represent
metabolic needs distributed among all tasks
more accurately and is used to identify tasks
with excessive physical requirement (Leading
to fatigue) and to prioritize tasks based on the
amount of physical stress. In this study, STLI
exceeded 1 in all tasks and exceeded FILI
values. Moreover, STRWL and STLI values
showed that all tasks will be stressful when
separately performed. Nevertheless, these
values disregarded the combined effects of all
tasks. Hence, ergonomic interventions are
essential to reduce the power requirements of
tasks; the most important of these measures is
reduction of weight of handled packages.
Based on the results presented in table 3, the
multipliers with the lowest value impose the
largest penalties. Since the amount of HM was
less than 1 in all tasks, especially in the
destination movement of task 1 in production
line A (Table 3), it is essential to reduce the
distance between the load and the worker with
the aim of removing any horizontal barrier in
destination and origin of load lifting.
Therefore, if the horizontal distance at
destination (55 cm) is decreased 20 cm, HM
value will increase to 0.71. Furthermore,
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following the changes in amounts, FIRWL
(12.89), FILI (1.71), STRWL (8.77), and STLI
(2.51) improved for this task and CLI (4.55)
improved for this job.
According to the production process, it is not
possible to reduce tile packages’ size; thus, it
is better to increase pallet height. For example,
if the vertical travel in movement destination
(35 cm) of task 1 in production line B
increases to 60 cm, VM will increase to 0.96.
Following these changes, the values of FIRWL
(10.26), FILI (2.14), STRWL (6.87), and STLI
(3.20) for this task and CLI (4.26) for this job
will improve.
Conclusion
In redesigning, in addition to the correction of
multiplier,
reducing
duration
(lifting
frequency) and weight of packages should
receive special attention. For example, in line
A, considering all other factors constant, if the
combined weight of tile packages (22 kg) is
reduced to 16 kg, rotational substitution of the
job with a lighter job is implemented to reduce
lifting time to 1 to 2 hours, recovery period is
provided for workers, and the frequency of
lifting load is reduced to 1 lift/minute, the
repetition factor will increase to 0.88. As a
result of this reform, CLI will be reduced
38.2%, and reach 3.70. On the other hand, in
production line A, if we consider the tile
packages’ weight and lifting frequency
constant and change all other factors,
including HM, VM, DM, AM, and CM, to
their ideal values (one), CLI will be reduced
54.3%, and reach 2.73. Thus, the results of this
study indicated considerable levels of physical
stress related to these jobs. Furthermore, they
showed that the status of load handling can be
improved by combined engineering and
managerial changes in work processes.
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